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Traitors are worse than Jews
I find it increasingly exasperating to discuss with white
nationalists, even with those who come regularly to comment on
this blog.

A few seconds ago I had the following soliloquy remembering a
taxi driver, a native Englishman, who took me to the train station
in Essex, just outside of London, a few years ago. I asked him what
he thought of the coloured immigrants in the area. He answered:

‘I love them!’

Now, what is worse: this native Englishman or the Jews of
London?

It is obvious that the white is worse, as the traitor is worse than
the enemy.

The monocausalists who leave their comments on this site are
unable to see something so obvious. And don’t come up with the
lame excuse that the poor Englishman was brainwashed by the
Jewish media. Twenty years ago, when I lived in England for a
year, I was shocked to see black men with English roses on the
street. It was a time when I did not even know there was such a
thing as white nationalism. I was a normie in many senses. But my
instincts were noble.

If we take as a parameter of elemental nobility my sentiments
when I was a normie twenty years ago, any Englishman—or white
European or American male—who does not feel the same shock to
see a subhuman walking with a white woman is a thousand times
worse than any fucking kike you can mention. The traitor is worse
than the enemy.

How is it possible that monos are so blind, so absolutely unable to
see something so obvious?

Is it is because they suffer from the gravest sin
of all: pride, and a sort of self-righteousness for
their race? As I said in the epigraph of a recent
entry: And why beholdest thou the mote that is
in the Jude’s eye, but considerest not the beam
that is in thine own eye?
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Siege, 26
Terrorism redefined

Do we still happily accede to wearing just any
favorite smear term the Jew System and its media
chooses to hang on us (like the way Commander
Rockwell did with adopting their term “Nazi”)? Or
do we draw a line at how far we’ll allow these
misnomers to go? Of course, to them, it doesn’t
matter and neither does it matter to the sheepish
masses of goyim what they call us or how we are

thought of.

But it does matter to us the way we view ourselves and the nature
of our struggle. We should not consider ourselves “terrorists”
(anymore than we should consider ourselves “racists” even though
we accept BOTH as facts of life), nor should we take it lightly when
members of the Right—who should know better—refer to us as
such.

We need to keep our definitions straight.

Who is a terrorist? When considering the hundreds of thousands
of elderly Whites who are frightened to death inside and outside
their homes on an unending basis because the System coddles and
protects the criminal element officially, is that not terrorism?
Brainwash and taste-making aside, when any individual knows
clearly in his or her own mind that to buck the Jewish-liberal
inspired consensus on everything from race to sex habits will lead
to public ostracism and loss of employment, if not outright legal
prosecution, is that not terrorism?

Kids brutalized and intimidated on a daily basis, year in and year
out, because of savages they are forced into school buildings with
because of government policy—is that not terrorism? Millions of
White workers struggling against losing odds with taxes and
inflation, facing loss of homes and all forms of security, oftentimes
wondering where food is going to come from or where the winter
heat will come from because of the official Jewish-Capitalist
economy and the Mafia-style Internal Revenue Service—is this not
terrorism? Yes, it most definitely IS terrorism and on a
monumental scale! Worse than that, it is terrorism without the
guts to present itself as such.

But just as Adolf Hitler pointed out regarding the Jewish use of
the “Big Lie” technique, if you do it big enough, no one will
recognize it for what it actually is. A case of the kettle calling the
pot black. Because it is the System which owns and controls the
media, none of the above-outlined horrors are described as what
they in reality are. But let one individual or a small group of
individuals dare to strike back! That, to the controlled media and
softened brains of the masses, is terrorism! That gets the dirty
name because it is small-scale and direct. It is a game and the
game is a farce! We can expect no better from them but we must
get it straight in our own minds if this struggle is to succeed.

Most of this country’s Founding Fathers believed that the rights of
the White Men who built the country would be guaranteed by the
“petition” and “redress” clauses written into the Constitution. But
other men, like Thomas Jefferson, didn’t think so. Neither did
Benjamin Franklin who accurately predicted just what shape this
country would be in by the time of its Bi-Centennial with the Jews
in the counting houses and the Whites toiling away like slaves.
And with a sold-out government flying directly in the faces of the
interests and the will of the majority, it is tyranny which rules this
land today and nothing more or less. It is an alien tyranny and a
Big Brother 1984-style tyranny because we don’t even enjoy the
dubious pleasure of knowing or being able to SEE our tyrant.

But one thing is known: he is not White. It is a tyranny hiding
under a cloak of “democracy”, a clever disguise which prevents any
blame from being placed on and which allows the monster to
perpetuate itself through chicanery referred to as the “two-party
system”. It is true that the removal of one or a dozen goyish front
men will not alter or remedy the situation. Only a TOTAL
REVOLUTION can change it. But there must be a beginning, that
first step in the thousand-mile journey. And the first steps are
always the hardest.

When speaking of terrorism a line must be drawn between two
types of terrorism: selective and indiscriminate. Some members of
the Movement howl and complain over “System persecution”.
True, this is an example of selective terrorism (because, I assure
you, facing the System’s prisons can be a terrifying prospect) but
as Hitler said, unless one picks up the daily Jewish press and sees
himself slandered and vilified therein, he simply had wasted the
previous day. Comrades you must expect that the System will
attack but, when it does, for God’s sake, let it be FOR
SOMETHING!!! No more damnable, pitiable frame-ups! Bring the
attack to the Enemy!!

With regard to indiscriminate terrorism, the only difference
between the prevailing conditions I outlined earlier in this
segment and, for example, a Black massacre of a White settlement,
is the degree of subtlety used and the time lapse. A Katanga savage
with machete or an I.R.S. agent in a gray flannel suit, take your
pick. Your money or your life. These methods are designed for
three purposes: to cow a population; to fleece a population; or to
annihilate a population. Not infrequently do all three happen, one
after the other.

Terrorism is a two-way street for, as Hitler stated, the only answer
to terrorism is stronger terrorism. We do face a naked tyranny
here in the United States and it is employing terrorism to, first,
wipe out the Whites as a majority force and, ultimately, to wipe
them out as a race altogether. The System knows and we know
that we are left no choice whatsoever. It is fight or die. We then are
out to LIBERATE a nation from alien tyranny. It won’t be easy.
When lightning is striking, blows are falling, history is turning and
the stupid ones are groaning, “Oh, isn’t this violence awful?!”, we
say: “To HELL with such lily-livers!! They haven’t seen anything
yet.”

Vol. X, #11 – November 1981
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Anti-Galilean quote

Jews at least have their own holy books (as sick and perverted as it
is, they do at least have their own ethno-national mythology),
whereas christianity is the only religion I know of that borrows
and appropriates its entire canonical literature and mythical
structure from another people’s national legends! Truly pathetic.

—Commenter
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Siege, 25
Probability

At this stage of things, kidding ourselves would
probably prove fatal, sooner or later. I urge
against taking it on the chin or “leading with the
chin”, as there are violent, revolutionary types out
there aplenty to get things kicked off good and
proper. Blacks, every shade of color in between,
not to mention fanatic Reds, etc., plus nuts and
more nuts. Add to this the slowly but steadily

deteriorating conditions in the country, economic and otherwise,
and you have a cake baking in the oven. You don’t want your cake
to fall and you certainly don’t want to get yourself burnt. Instead,
you want to be around for the ICING and most definitely the
EATING of the cake! (Meaning the final seizure of power and
exercising of same.)

Most communist outfits share so much in common with the
Democratic Party platform that they’d be stupid to start any
general disorder, and they know it. Only the extreme Left can be
looked to for hope in this area. Black and colored nationalists as
well. The cities, where these types reign supreme anyway, will
always be the first to erupt when it’s time for things to jump off. As
far as the “first wave” up against the System’s Pigs is concerned,
I’d much rather it be them instead of us. They’re primed and
“psyched up” for it already, armed to the very teeth, and suffer no
shortage of expendable manpower. And any blame would be
leveled towards them in the event of a miscarriage. Wish them
well.

Recall the cornerstone of the U.S. Nazi Movement’s “grand
strategy” of the Sixties? Rings crazy as hell today in light of
developments over the past ten or fifteen years. It involved
depending upon and even HELPING the Pigs against the urban
revolutionaries!! We’d be absolute idiots to attack the Pigs
ourselves in any attempt to initiate something of the nature of a
general rebellion.

I cannot urge strongly enough: stay out of their way; deprive them
completely of any excuse to come after you. This does not mean
stay legal. It means stay sane and rational. And stay alive and at
full liberty, because dead or locked up you’re no good to yourself
or the revolution. Let the revolutionary mobs over whom we have
no control and who would also kill us take the brunt of the first,
strongest System counter-attacks, and let these same numberless
mobs in the cities chew the hell out of the System’s hired elite. It
couldn’t happen to a sweeter bunch.

There’ll probably be more than one revolution, back-to-back. The
Reds and the Blacks, because this is what they’ve preached and
prepared for all along, can be expected to lead the way. In the
opening days and weeks of this phase, we can watch how the
System is going to react, and how well it reacts. For us to attempt
the same thing in the middle of an atmosphere of order would be
outright suicide. Once there exists an air of disorder, the cards will
be more in our favor. And we’ll be dealing in the smaller cities and
towns, the countryside, where it might be possible to take things
without the massive death and destruction that will occur in the
major cities. Ultimatums, backed up by very real force, handed to
local governments once they’ve learned what happens to their big
city brethren, might just work wonders.

Only after the System is BROKEN and DISCREDITED will there
come a hope of mobilizing the masses of Whites to tackle the job
of winning what will soon enough assume the characteristics of a
civil war.

Until then, for the present, give the Pigs nothing to do regarding
ourselves but sit and get edgy. Once the shooting starts, keep out
of the way of the mobs because they only perceive us as friends
and allies of the Capitalists and the System. In the opening phases
of any revolution, if the Red mobs don’t get you, the Pigs will. Let
them instead kill one another. Developments will progress rapidly
once all central power is gone and people realize they have
nothing to lose anymore.

Vol. XIV, #9. September, 1985
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Anti-Galilean quote

My problem with the typical christian, though, is that I find it near
impossible to know precisely when he’ll start hallucinating about
yahweh or jesus suddenly appearing before him, commanding him
to mend his ways by adopting random niglets or donating his
savings to the nearest zionist megachurch.

—Commenter
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Comfortable panopticon
Something can be learned after my rants of yesterday. Perhaps
commenter Spahn Ranch hit the nail with these words:

As you may recall, Hunter was loosely based on the career of
serial killer Joseph Paul Franklin. The fact that Franklin is
neither revered nor imitated in WN circles (and indeed, is hardly
remembered at all) is proof that they aren’t serious.

The sad truth is that a large fraction of the right consists of
badgelickers who worship the police and recoil instinctively
from lawbreakers like Franklin, Manson, Roof, Breivik, and the
rest. Such people are very proud that it’s whites who obey the
law, which embodies the rules of the civilization whites have
built, and they disparage lawbreaking as nigger-like behavior.

“Why whites did nothing?” you ask.
Because the inmates are very proud of
their prison, which they have built
themselves, brick by brick. It’s a
panopticon in which they double as
guards, keeping each other in line.

Even on the right, they value this prison/civilization more than
their own racial life.

Also from yesterday’s comments, just see who are living outside
the panopticon:

Jack:

I am going to confess something that I had not said on the
internet.

When I lived in Manchester in 1999, I met a short pardo from
Puerto Rico who traveled with an American passport. He used to
boast about his adventures to abduct and rape American girls
within the US itself; and that sometimes he had to kill them
because they were screaming. He fled to the UK to avoid being
caught in the US after so many offenses.

I had a problem in the UK and he even lent me a hundred
pounds to purchase my plane ticket. But before that, he told me
about his plans to rob a jewelry store in London, and I even
accompanied him to a secret place in Manchester where real
men bought guns.

I am telling you this just to let you know that even within a
single year of experience in your country I met people that are
capable to fight like real men, even when this guy deserves
immediate termination for what he did with white women.

This is a world for those who are willing to risk their lives, not
for the fags so common in white nationalism. Remember, if
whites would be behaving like ISIS instead of complaining about
them, the West would be in a much better shape right now.

I must clarify that this guy was never my friend. I lived in the
YWCA of Whalley Range and had to share the kitchen and TV
room with this pardo. Nor was a friend of this guy:

I have met worse than the Puerto Rican!

Back in 1985, I had as a roommate in San Rafael, California,
USA, a former soldier from El Salvador. He boasted stories of his
killings, and even assassinations (as a paid assassin after the
war). He also told me how he had watched, when combating the
guerrilla fighters in El Salvador, other soldiers skinning alive a
guerrilla fighter, and another plucking out another fighter’s eye
with a spoon.

When you treat people of the Third World directly you meet
quite an interesting fauna, believe me…

The bourgeois WNsts don’t realize that they live in a greenhouse
like orchids reading essays about Batman on Counter-Currents:
a greenhouse’s glass that’s about to be shattered and they’ll have
to deal with the wild vegetation outside.

I have had experience with wild veg. Do they?

But the crux is what Spahn Ranch says: white nationalists are not
to be taken seriously. They want to mix water and oil: law-abiding
and racial preservation. Remember the recent quote by Linder:
What makes a difference is one side uses lies and violence, the
other side “keeps it legal.”
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Mad like hell
I’m sorry, but since England was Swan’s Lake in terms of the
beauty of the white woman (see my previous entry), what
happened today has me on the verge of becoming a self-
detonating vanguardist.

It is very rare for me to write four entries on the same day. I mean:
no translations or citations, but my thoughts. But I’d like to
answer what a friend who lives in England said today in another
thread:

Yes, the underlying deficiencies—including the deficiency that
enabled Jews to live among and exploit Aryans over and over
again—were already present before the Jews existed but I’m
fairly certain that without the Jews our race would not be facing
the possibility of extinction at present.

It’s true what you say. Everyone who has read the masthead of this
site knows that they were involved in the Hellstorm of the Ancient
Word: a Christianization that for centuries destroyed our real
culture. But I’d like to add something.

Throughout my reading of Esau’s Tears (a book that tells how,
after the century of madman Napoleon, Jews were seizing the
newspapers, the bank and education in Europe) I suffered horrors,
always asking myself: ‘Holy shit: Why whites did nothing?’

Take into account that we are talking about the
entire 19th century. Why since then, without
any television, whites failed to react in an ultra-
violent way (as my character commands)? Why
the damned 19th-century bourgeois allowed the
takeover by the Jewish quarter? What worms
did they have in their heads even before TV?

What you say in the paragraph quoted above is very true. But it
will always strike the natural-born killer that even without
Hollywood whites behaved like lemmings (with the exception of
Hitler, but that was already in the 20th century).

True: without Jews, whites would not be on the verge of
extinction. But the fact that whites have been violating Newton’s
law since Napoleon—to every action of Jewry thou shalt not
oppose any sort of counter-reaction!—is what exasperates me
extremely, to the point of daring to call them lobotomized
eunuchs.
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Are monos to blame?
And why beholdest thou the mote that is in the Jude’s eye,

but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye?

What I said in the previous entry has left me so upset this morning
that I have been going around and around in the dining room
outside my library that can barely be seen in this photo.

At this time members of my family went to the christening of one
of my white cousins who, instead of getting married and
reproducing as God intended, adapted a completely Indian baby.
The father of that cousin, whiter than me, is one of the most
conservatives of the family. But here conservative Catholicism is
completely blind to issues of race.

Latin America is gone, but in my desperate pacing in the dining
room for what happens in England, I thought that the
monocausalists were, in part, responsible for the problem,
including a regular commenter of this site (see here), who cannot
even see that all the native English who are now cheering the ape
wedding are guilty of high treason.

I would define strict monocausalism as the doctrine that preaches
on the Internet that Jews are one hundred percent responsible for
the Aryan decline, and the latter completely innocent.

It’s a psychotic doctrine, which can only end up in lots of internet
sites (see my recent entry that links them all) whining and
whining about the latest villainy the Juden did—not daring to
move a finger to settle accounts.

On the other hand, for bicausalists like me, who blame the Aryan
more for their sins (having embraced the Christian ethics and
worshiping Mammon), rather than whining as girls, the natural
thing would be to do something. And if direct action is a little
premature this very day, as we are broke, at least prepare for war
in a legal way. (For example, working hard to save precious metals
that will give us more than a thousand percent of purchasing
power after the dollar crashes; money to buy guns.)

But the monos don’t do any of that. They just bawl and bawl. By
believing that the Jews are responsible for each and every one of
our evils, instead of seeing the beam in their own eyes, they just
bawl through the length and breadth of the internet because these
poor whites are completely innocent!

I’ll be honest: I can no longer read The Daily Stormer and other
online newspapers because, after a few months, complaining
without doing anything sickens the hell out of me. There are things
that cannot be discussed on the internet. Wouldn’t it be good to
come together to a place to discuss what we are going to do when
the system pops? Why don’t you visit Mexico City as tourists: here
there’s is zero antifa because all Iberian whites that remain are
castrated. They’re like my cuck relative. What’s the point of
continuing to complain if you do nothing?

If white nationalists abandoned their
monocausalism to convert to the true
religion, Hitlerism, what happened in
England and many other places would not
hurt us so much. It is obvious that our
enemies are going to suffer, and suffer a lot
in the not too distant future.

That would boost our morale…
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Royal ape wedding
I do not want to see a single picture of this sin against the holy
ghost in the media.

The level of evil of this era has no limits.

Yesterday a white nationalist complained to me by email because I
blame Christianity—not wanting to see that Christianity promoted
miscegenation since Constantine. Here in Latin America, the first
president of Paraguay even came to prohibit marriages between
Iberian whites: they had to marry an Amerindian, Negress or
Mulatta. That genocidal Orwellianism will soon reach your shores!

Except for a single donor in Australia I do not receive donations
precisely because I dare to tell the truth: the religion of our
parents is involved to the marrow in white decline, more than
Jewry itself.

There was a time
decades ago when,
after seeing the
English women, I
wanted to emigrate to
England to marry one
of them.

The fact that there
has not been an
attack today, right on
the island where the
Aryan woman

reached its zenith in beauty, shows that the white race will perish
—for sure it will perish: they have already lost their will for
survival!

I have visited England several times throughout my life. Yesterday
I was indulging in the fantasy to immolate myself by doing
something heroic but the thought arises: I, who am not an
Englishman, giving my life so that the natives themselves not only
will not value the sacrifice, but put little candles to honour those
who committed a sin against the holy ghost?

As horrific and bloodcurdling as it may seem for my character as a
warrior, I have no choice but to continue with these exasperating
translations about Christianity: what fried the brains of the white
race (and white nationalists still don’t want to see).

My character is not being a writer. I would like to be that warrior I
will probably never be because there are no comrades in arms left
in the West.

Only faggots.
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Kriminalgeschichte, 66

Sant’Agostino nello studio by Vittore Carpaccio (1502)

 
‘Genius in all fields of Christian doctrine’

[Augustine] often dictated at the same time discussions to several
writings: 93 works or 232 ‘books’, he says in the year 427 in his
Retractationes (which critically contemplate, so to speak, his work
in chronological succession), to which we must add the production
of his last years of life, in addition to hundreds of letters and
sermons, with which he ‘almost always’ felt dissatisfied.

The intellectual production of Augustine was overrated,
particularly from the Catholic side. ‘An intellectual giant like him,
only the world offers it once every thousand years’ (Görlich).
Maybe from the Catholic world! However, what he calls
‘intellectual stature’ is what serves him, and what serves him is
detrimental to the world.

Augustine’s existence precisely reveals it drastically. However, J.R.
Palangue praises him as ‘a genius in all fields of Christian
doctrine’. And Daniel-Rops goes on to say: ‘If the word genius has
any meaning, it is precisely here. Of all the gifts of the spirit that
can be fixed analytically, none was missing; he had all, even those
that are generally considered mutually exclusive’. Who is startled
by such nonsense is called malevolent, malicious, ‘a creeping soul’
(Marrou). However, even the father of the Church Jerome,
although out of envy, called his colleague ‘a little latecomer’. In the
20th century, the Catholic Schmaus flatly denies Augustine’s
genius as a thinker.

The thought of Augustine? It is totally dominated by ideas of God,
partly numbed by euphoria, partly terrified. His philosophy is,
basically, theology. From an ontological point of view, it is based
on hypotheses without any foundation. And there is a multitude of
painful absences.

Augustine, whom Palangue praises saying: ‘With a flap he rises
above any superficial objection’ usually is a prodigy of
superficiality. Also the ‘professional orator’ of yesteryear (and
today!) cheats through rhetorical tricks. He contradicts himself,
especially in The City of God, a work with a strong influence of
Arnobius that appeared between 413 and 426, his ‘magnum opus’
as he says, where he sometimes equates and others clearly
differentiates his own fundamental concepts: ‘Roman Empire’ and
‘Diabolic State’. Or ‘Church’ and ‘God’s State’.

When he was a young Christian, he believed that miracles no
longer occur, so that ‘no one is raised from the dead anymore’;
when he gets old he believes otherwise. Already in 412 he had the
idea of ‘collecting and showing everything that is rightly censured
in my books’. And so, three years before his death he begins, since
everything was ‘altered’, a complete book with rectifications,
Retractationes, without really ‘rectifying’ everything. In any case,
he introduced 220 corrections.

However, as many times as Augustine ‘rectified’ something, he
refuted others’ work, placing the heading of many of his writings a
‘Contra […]’.

At the end of the 4th century he attacked the Manichaeans:
Fortunatus, Adeimantus, Faust, Felix, Secundinus, as well as, in
another series of books, Manichaeism: of which he himself was
formally a follower for almost a decade, from 373 to 382, although
as ‘listener’ (auditor), not as an electus. In three books Against
Academics (386) he confronts scepticism. From the year 400 on
he criticises Donatism; from 412 Pelagianism, and from 426 semi-
Pelagianism. But next to these main objectives of his struggle, he
also attacks with greater or lesser intensity the pagans, the Jews,
the Arians, the astrologers, the Priscillians and the Apollinarians.
‘All the heretics hate you’ he praises his old rival Jerome, ‘just as
they persecute me with the same hatred’.

More than half of Augustine’s writings are apologetics or have a
controversial character. On the other hand, while, being a bishop,
in thirty years he only once visited Mauritania, the less civilized
province, he travelled thirty-three times to the incredibly rich
Carthage, where, apparently as compensation for his modest
convent diet, he liked copious lunches (for example roasted
peacock); talk to important people and spend whole months with
colleagues in hectic activity. The bishops already lived near the
authorities and in the court, and were themselves courtiers;
Augustine’s friend, Bishop Alypius, was arguing in Rome until the
saint’s death.

Peter Brown, one of the most recent biographers of the leading
theologian, writes: ‘Augustine was the son of a violent father and
an inflexible mother. He could cling to what he considered
objective truth with the remarkable ingenuity of his quarrelsome
character’.

It should be noted that the increasingly violent aggression of
Augustine, as manifested in his dispute with the Donatists, could
also be a consequence of his prolonged asceticism. Before, as he
himself confessed, he had had remarkable vital needs, ‘in lewdness
and in prostitution’ he had ‘spent his strength’, and later he had
energetically conjured ‘the tingling of desire’. He lived a long time
in concubinage, later he took a girl as a girlfriend (she had almost
two years to reach the legal age to get married: in girls twelve
years) and at the same time a new darling. But for the cleric sexual
pleasure is ‘monstrous’, ‘diabolical’, ‘disease’, ‘madness’,
‘rottenness’, ‘nauseating pus’, and so on.

Apart from that, was not he also feeling guilty about his long-time
companion, whom he had forced to separate from himself and his
son?

______ � ______

Liked it? Take a second to support The West’s Darkest Hour.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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